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At a glance

“Helios, my Sun, let me shine in the echo of your gold light”
The rolling landscape of the Cycladic island of Paros — with its mountainous heaps, pine-fringed
coves and white-washed fishing villages — casts a flawless frame around the timeless beauty that
is Parīlio. Here, amongst 33 suites, the past, present and to an extent the future are seamlessly
merged in a celebration of this fabled Greek escape. Designed by the Athens-based Interior
Design Laboratorium and led by Design Hotels™ Originals Kalia and Antonis Eliopoulos, Parīlio
is informed in its entirety by this north-western corner of the island, its landscape, history and
mythology. Guided by the Eliopoulos’ unique hospitality experience and extensive knowledge of
this region, the hotel is envisioned as the first luxury gateway on this hitherto unexplored island;
a place where unspoiled natural beauty and the slow rhythms of Cycladic life prevail.
The result is an all-suite property that presents an authentic and organic Greek experience.
Tying in the simplicity of the island with a concept that leans heavily on timeless Greek architecture and modern design elements, Parīlio — the name of which is a portmanteau of ‘Paros’
and the Greek word for sun (‘ilios’) — successfully fulfils its pursuit to create a pure and poetic
retreat in full harmony with its locale. Cradled by pastoral wholesomeness, this thoroughly
original hotel marries the needs of contemporary travelers with a time-honored aesthetic,
culminating in an epic hideaway for families, couples and solo guests alike.
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Neighborhood
Characterized by a rugged backdrop shaped by marble quarries, amber-hued fields and
araucaria trees, Parīlio’s locale is an enclave of peace and sublime beauty. Fully aligned with
the slow-paced flow of life in this part of Greece, the destination offers a window to the real
Cyclades, with an abundance of culture and activity both within easy reach.
Located on Paros’ north-eastern coast between Kolympithres Beach and the island’s hub,
Naoussa, the hotel is ideally situated for equal doses of sea and exploration. The beach, a short
walk or drive from the property, is defined by a series of unique rock formations and a shallow
coastline that invites bathers to wander endlessly in the distinct turquoise blue waters that mark
these shores. The island’s modern-day capital, Parikia, overflows with shops, restaurants, and
cafes, and features a main square that overlooks the port which channels visitors via ferry to and
from the rest of Greece’s island county. Ancient ruins, like the 13th century Frankish Castle,
pepper the town with glimpses of the island’s storied past, and ensure expeditions offer equal
value in culture and leisure.
Further inland lies the mountain village of Lefkes, a scenic 15-minute drive away and characterized by the island’s distinct white windmills, craggy quarries and whitewashed properties.
Here, in Paros’ first capital, the island’s history appears frozen in time, with rickety tavernas,
leaning houses and winding marble-paved streets and alleys all surviving — and thriving
— centuries on. A deep-seated tradition of ceramic production in the town brings to life a
number of local workshops and studios; most notably Yria Ceramics and the Lefkes Ceramic
Workshop, both of which produce pieces inspired by the area.
Conversely, Naoussa, a traditional fishermen village, bustles day and night and attracts visitors
to its many bars, tavernas and boutiques, while its small churches, fishing boats and busy main
square offer plenty to explore. A mere 10-minute drive from Parīlio, the town is the island’s
undisputed lifestyle and nightlife hub and is reachable via a complimentary shuttle from the
hotel that runs several times a day.

Design and
Architecture
Led by the familiar hallmarks of Cycladic architecture, where whitewashed exteriors, cubic
silhouettes and domes reign supreme, Parīlio is a reflection of its location. Created in the
vision of the Athens-based firm Interior Design Laboratorium, the hotel is carved from an
assemblage of pre-existing buildings that embody the typical folk-style island architecture
of Paros, and which were overhauled to create Parīlio. The transformation — which saw the
family of six buildings decrease from 55 guestrooms to 33 expansive suites — is a simple
fusion of the island’s distinct architecture and Interior Design Laboratorium’s own brand
of holistic design, where tradition and modernism comfortably coalesce.
In its most basic architectural elements, Parīlio presents a compilation of specific structural
features, such as arches, concrete columns, and thick masonry, which represent traditional
Cycladic building techniques and fortify the hotel’s emphasis on fully integrating into the local
landscape. Delve deeper and the same components reveal significant meaning and contribute to Parīlio’s underlying themes of peace, beauty and sanctuary. The grand lobby arches,
for example, are a reflection of the Greek appreciation of domed shapes and forms; here they
additionally reference Paros’ monastic architecture, where arches imply a sacred space;
a semblance that lead designer Stamos Hondrodimos was keen to reproduce.
At the heart of much of the hotel’s symbolism is ‘The Fat Lady of Saliagos’, a historical relic held
in Paros’ archaeological museum, and the oldest ever found in the area. A to-scale replica can
be found in the lobby of Parīlio, where the ancient marble figurine has served as inspiration to
the hotel’s logo. Symbolizing female beauty and power, and paying homage to the Aegean light
and sea, the unassuming model personifies the key components that interlace to create Parīlio’s
unique brand of Cycladic simplicity. Elsewhere, the use of classic Mediterranean materials
like colored concrete, terracotta and rustic stone are viewed through a modern lens and are
creatively applied to evoke both the past and present. Bold geometric floor tiling in the lobby
area appears classic and contemporary at once, thanks to a minimal pattern arrangement that

offers a clean yet rustic aesthetic, while recurring artworks that make reference to the sun —
the hotel’s leading theme — impart an unmistakably Mediterranean air.
From the main building a distinct ivory-hued view appears, peppered only by the yolk-colored
parasols that emerge from balconies and terraces. Small square windows and sunken putty-brown
doorways enhance the appearance of the simple exteriors of the five buildings, which are intersected by infinity ponds that reflect palm trees, potted cacti and landscaped patios for an
all-encompassing mood of stillness.
Indoor spaces are a continuation of this atmosphere and are defined by a soothing, tonal color
palette and natural materials augmented by an eclectic collection of vintage and modern
furniture. Directed by Hondrodimos, the interior design is an articulate summary of contemporary Greek design. Objets d’art by leading designers sit alongside minimal and uncomplicated ceramics and striking textiles by Marrakesh-based lifestyle brand LRNCE, whose rugs
and pottery can be found in all corners of the property. The conclusion is a dazzling hotel that
is thoroughly modern and effortlessly Greek, and where an authentic experience can be had in
a series of spaces that are both cathartic and elemental.

Social Spaces
At Parīlio, luxury comes in the form of time and space, with plentiful opportunities to relax and
room to fully unfurl and bask in the Paros sun. As such, an emphasis is put on private space —
most obviously seen in the hotel’s all-suite concept — but guests are afforded equal freedom to
move around various areas on property. Assisted by an informative staff — stylishly outfitted
in the island’s colors of blue and white by way of breezy uniforms cut from denim and linen
— service epitomizes Parīlio’s concept of ‘Cycladic Light Simplicity’, and is rooted in relaxed,
friendly interactions and the rituals and habits of Paros life.

Lobby
Envisioned as a sanctuary-like space — inspired in part by the monasteries of the Cyclades —
Parīlio’s lobby area sets the tone for the unparalleled serenity found in all areas of the hotel.
Wholly attuned to not just the main building in which it is located, but also the guest suite
buildings, the reception area replicates the successive arches seen across the property. Here
they are used to frame a space that combines numerous sitting areas with both vintage and
bespoke furniture, commissioned art and decorative accessories. Guests are invited to sprawl
amongst rope-covered benches and deep sofas, with a curated selection of coffee table tomes
on subjects ranging from Greek mythology to art on hand to inform and enlighten. Against a
simple backdrop of worn cement, Spanish terracotta tiles and lighting by P.square, the room
welcomes guests with an apt preface to the vibe throughout.

Pool
Primed for day-long recreation and activity, Parīlio’s pool is essentially the hotel’s main hub; a
space where guests are encouraged to idle for hours amongst loungers and oversized cushions.
Notable for its distinct cross shape — created following an exhaustive overhaul of the original
swimming area — the pool is symmetrically aligned with Parīlio’s two main entrances and
Koukounaries hill. It’s also defined by a series of integrated rock formations similar to
those found at nearby Kolympithres Beach to create an astute echo of the wider landscape,
right down to a facsimile of the distinct shade of turquoise blue water that fills local shores.
Lined with yellow parasols, potted topiary and rock-shaped speakers, this small-scale duplicate is
made all the more relaxing thanks to a soothing soundtrack of mellow beats and the hum of cicadas.

Restaurant
and Bar

Pool Bar
Annexing the pool is the minimalistic Pool Bar, an understated outdoor space that is open
to both guests and non-guests. Fully embodying the hotel’s reverence for natural stone and
geometric forms, the bar is a simply sculpted concrete space shielded by a latticed canopy.
Amongst sprawling cacti, high bar stools and oversized cushions, guests are offered an extensive
menu of liquid refreshments that range from wines from the local Moraitis Winery, to signature
cocktails including ‘Kiss Me’, which combines vodka and Mastiha liqueur from Chios, with
fresh strawberry pureé, basil leaves and lime juice. It’s all served alongside a bar snack menu
ideal for the sweltering climate and prepared in the Mr. E kitchen.
Well placed and set up for day-long sojourns, the bar is distinguished by a breezy, relaxed
atmosphere, where Parīlio’s fundamental hallmarks of amenable and easy-going service come
to life, and the concept of true disconnection is fully perpetuated.

Mr. E
Rounding out Parīlio’s offering of an authentic Greek experience is Mr. E, Executive Chef
Alexandros Tsiotinis’ stunning gastronomic journey where traditional Greek recipes are presented with a modern accent. A celebrated chef in Greece as the name behind CTC restaurant
in Athens, as well as Mr. E at Parīlio’s sister hotel, Istoria, Tsiotinis has built a reputation on
his distinct style of cooking in which classic flavors are reborn through a contemporary filter.
As such, at Mr. E diners are treated to a menu that glides through the island’s culinary history
with ease, presenting dishes that combine traditional recipes and local produce with Tsiotinis’
modern presentation. He explains, “Paros is a place that smells tradition. The colors, the aromas, but also the people; here you think that they have stopped time to stay loyal to something
real — sometimes old, sometimes subversive. This was my source of inspiration for the menu
of Mr. E. The creation of a menu that will transform tradition into something fresher and more
inventive, but above all, real, just like the essence of our cuisine.”
Working with local producers, the restaurant relies on fresh ingredients to create a flexible
menu determined by availability and seasonality. The outcome is an assortment of exciting
Greek dishes, such as the Santorini fava tart with poached egg, sausage, chutney and Greek
truffle, or the famed local ‘salatouri’, prepared with fresh fish, dill, lemon, spring onions and
verbena-lemon dressing. The wine list is equally rich, drawing on an extensive range of both
local and international labels, while concoctions from the bar are also available to accompany
meals. The same space is utilized to host breakfast; an elaborate spread comprising a buffet
and an à la carte offering. Here, an abundance of homemade Greek pastries, fresh fruit, Greek
cheese and charcuterie is offered alongside a generous choice of hot dishes that include Parosstyle ‘kagianas’ (scrambled eggs with tomato), crepes and waffles, for a culinary journey into
Cycladic gastronomy and beyond.

It’s all served up in a room that marries familiar design elements encountered throughout
the property. Square terracotta brick flooring toes an elegant line between contemporary and
rustic, joined by equally sophisticated chairs where woven seats and smooth wooden frames
exude a mid-century quality. Accented with decorative ceramic pieces by LRNCE and modern
tableware and glassware by Serax, Mr. E presents a minimal space where every detail is meaningful; right down to the organically shaped wood salt and pepper shakers which mirror forms
found in the hotel’s various decorative accessories. White walls, low hanging pendant lights and
lofty arched windows repeat key design emblems seen across Parīlio, while an embrace of the
outdoors via large French doors leading to a terraced seating area, ensure every aspect of the
Mr. E experience is grounded in the locale.

Executive Chef

Alexandros Tsiotinis
Capacity
60 people

Rooms and Suites
Parīlio’s all-suite accommodation is fundamental to its concept. Carved from a building that originally
featured 55 guestrooms, the 33 suites have each been carefully crafted from a bespoke blueprint that
preserved the purity of the original architecture while taking into account Parīlio’s emphasis on simplicity and space. Correspondingly, guest suites, which range from 30 to 40 square meters, are a gentle
medley of modern aesthetics underlaid with traditional Cycladic features and a thoughtful modesty.
Split between the main building and a cluster of adjacent blocks, the suites span four categories,
starting with the upper and ground floor Aurora Suites, which feature terraces and balconies, to
the two glorious Sun Suites, which are equipped with their own private pools. Tying all the suites
together is a consistent theme of organic, understated luxury. Against a pared down palette of white,
terracotta, bronze and brown — inspired by the surrounding mountains — is an expertly curated
selection of high-design furniture, lighting and accessories, all pulled together by the talented
Stamos Hondrodimos.
Lighting by Jim Lawrence — presented in the form of clam-shaped bedside sconces — illuminates
the suites, which are additionally flooded with natural light via square shuttered windows and cylindrical ceiling fixtures by Italian company Toscot. Artwork by LRNCE appears as immense hanging
canvas rugs, which reside on walls overlooking bespoke aged solid oak nesting tables and slim desks
by Interior Design Laboratorium. Upholstered headboards provide a plush framework for vast
beds, which are dressed in simple white linens topped with throws in shades of ochre and sienna —
a complement to the sofas and armchairs that fill each suite’s sitting area. Sculptural bedside tables
by 101 Copenhagen complete each interior to create a collection of light and effortless rooms where
pure requiescence is achieved with ease. Bathrooms, stocked with toiletries from esteemed Greek
brand Korres, are equally uncomplicated and feature spacious walk-in rainfall showers hewn from
natural stone alongside marble basins and brass fittings.
Despite the relative simplicity of each suite, amenities are plentiful and far reaching. Minibars offer
a selection of both Greek and international snacks and beverages alongside Nespresso machines,
while turndown service has a distinctly Greek touch, with guests indulged in delicacies such as baklawa, cheese from Naxos and souma, a traditional drink from Paros. Ensconced in spaces decorated
with handmade ceramics from Greece, Morocco and Scandinavia, guests are presented with
a retreat in the truest sense; suites that are elegantly tranquil and thoroughly luxurious.

Categories

Aurora Suite x 9
Halo Suite x 13
Uranus Suite x 9
Sun Suite x 2
Beds
King Koil

Furniture
101 Copenhagen, Serax, IDLaboratorium
Lighting
Toscot, Jim Lawrence
Technology
Google Chromecast, IPTV, JBL Speakers

Wellness and Gym
In addition to the dominant swimming pool at the heart of Parīlio, the hotel provides a selection of services
and facilities that cater to the mind, body and soul. From the subterranean Asian Spa to the well-equipped
gym, Parīlio has a fully rounded range of resources to ensure work and play is afforded in equal measure.

Asian Spa at Parīlio Hotel
Located in the lower level of Parīlio’s main building, the Asian Spa is an authentic retreat — a serene escape
from the Cycladic heat and a world away from the buzz of the hotel’s activity. Comprising two treatment
rooms and a nail lounge, the discrete spa presents an oasis of calm, encouraged by a soothing and warming
color palette of rich browns and greys.
Operated by Asian Spa, the space offers an extensive menu of treatments that lean on Eastern rituals, using
the renowned natural and organic Ila brand. Detoxifying scrubs, Sun Cooler facials and seaweed wraps are
amongst the ample offering of treatments that relax and indulge, and are carried out in treatment rooms
that feature their own private shower and changing areas. The adjacent nail lounge hosts services that tend
exclusively to the feet and hands and presents an option for time strapped guests.

Gym
With Interior Design Laboratorium’s reappropriation of the space that existed before Parīlio came
the opportunity to model a basement space into a modern gym and an accompanying cool down area.
Situated to the rear of the hotel’s outdoor pool, Parīlio’s lower level fitness room is fully equipped with
all the apparatus expected from a modern gym. A treadmill, elliptical machine, stationary bike and
recumbent exercise bike by Technogym, and a rowing machine and lateral pull down machine by
Concept make up the state-of-the-art fitness technology and all sit alongside free weights, exercise
balls and a Bosu Balance Trainer.
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